
Matthew 13:38 "The Field is the World..." 

Missions 101
Missions in the most simple of words is the Great Commission. Go, 
Tell,Train, do it again. In it's most simple form this is missions. 
Missions is not around the world only but around your block as well. It 
was as a young boy that this became true for me. As early as 5 I 
remember going on door to door visitation. Then it meant spending 
time with my dad and pastor and eating doughnuts! While I remember 
this, I remember even more my Pastor asking every one that 
answered the door, "If you died today, would you go to Heaven?" We 
were going, and while it is many years later, this question is still the 
only question of importance. Go, we did, Tell we did, some were saved 
after hearing the gospel, some rejected. However, missions is more 
than this, the complete mission of missions, is the going, telling and 
training, to do it again.

Spring is Here!
As Spring is here in Hungary, the diesel prices 
are increased as the farmer goes into the 
muddy fields and begins to turn over the dirt 
and plant seeds. The seeds they plant now will 
take time to grow and mature until the harvest 
is ready in the fall, but it is the work of today 
that matters. Work. What a dirty word, but is the 

work of planting the gospel and all involved in 
this, that we prove our love and faith to the Lord. Heb 11:6 says "But 
without faith, it is impossible to please him:" and James says, " Even 
so faith, if it hath not works, is dead," So it is an easy thing to 
understand that because we LOVE GOD and want to please him 
that we work for him. His work is the work of the harvest, the 
planting of the seed of the Word of God. 

Gospel Tracts are coming!
I have been working with several different ministries in building up the "seed barn" of gospel tracts. One man, that I have never 
meet is buying and sending over 10,000 tracts. Praise the Lord for this! Bearing Precious Seed in Milford is in the process of 
printing 50,000 John and Romans, and other ministries are all working on printing the gospel in tracts and booklets to be passed 
out here in Hungary. Praise the Lord for filling up the BARN!  

Same new work, New Name
As the preparation for the new building continues 
and the Lord has provided $2385 of the $3000 
needed to transform the old bar into a suitable 
place for the church it has also been decided to 
change the name from Cornerstone to Grace 
Baptist Church. After considering further the 
name it is felt that this is a better fit for the new 
work. Named after my sending church, Grace 
Baptist Church of Middletown Ohio. 

What is next for the Manns
-We are taking the next few weeks to raise some 
additional support. If you would like to have my family 
present the need for the Gospel in Hungary with your 
church, please contact me. We will be in the states 
from March 13th till June 9th. 

- There are several Pastors coming over this year to 
help spread the gospel seeds, preparations and 
planning are going on now, if you would like to help, 
please let me know.

- September 7-10th there is a huge festival here in 
Hungary, I am planning on using this venue to hand 
out thousands of tracts. Please pray about helping 
with this. It will take many people and resources to do 
this. More on this to come.  
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